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It was soon clear to Stephen, however, that he
wanted more than just property investments. He
wanted to live on the islands permanently, but to
become a resident he needed a regular job. “When
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shape: “Back then at school subjects like metalwork

As an attorney in the TCI, Stephen’s client focus is

and woodwork were compulsory.

largely on litigation, civil and commercial, as well as

I realised quickly I was useless with my hands and
the only way I thought I was going to make any
money was out of my mouth.”
He asked his Mum and Dad what good jobs were
available for people who could talk a lot and without hesitation they both replied: “A lawyer; speak to
your Auntie Sue, she’ll help you.” Stephen’s Auntie
Sue was a social worker and worked closely with
lawyers. Within weeks she’d helped him get a few
days’ work experience with a local Liverpool barrister. Stephen loved the job and thought: “Yes, this is
great, I’m going to do this for a living.”

“I said to my Dad, ‘I’m going to
be a barrister so I can show that
woman’.”
At his school, Gateacre Community Comprehensive,
the careers teacher thought otherwise, however.
When Stephen told her of his plans to be a barrister,
she bluntly said he’d never make the grade: “You
do realise what school you got to? There are plenty
of jobs at Ford’s (referring to the Halewood Ford
plant, the local big employer).” But instead of resigning himself to a life on the Ford production line, her
words helped drive him to succeed in his chosen
career path: “After those pearls of wisdom from the
career teacher I said to my Dad, ‘I’m going to be a
barrister so I can show that woman’.”
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international arbitration. And just because his practice is on a 17-mile long Caribbean island, it doesn’t
mean life is dull or predictable.
He says: “Looking at the cases I’m currently working
on, I’m assisting solicitors and counsel in London
who are seeking to enforce a High Court judgment of
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onic Code.” Nothing dull there then.

the Bahamas and work on cases there. I also have

Stephen estimates that his practice is split roughly
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50/50 between domestic and international cases.

“My proudest achievement is
being made a QC. That’s the
peak of my professional career”

Local cases include disputes between neighbours,
employment disputes and issues involving the hospitality industry. One of the growth areas of his practice in recent years has been around strata titles
law: “Many of the hotels here are what’s known as
condohotels, where a developer builds luxury apartment complexes that are run as hotels. Each apartment is individually owned by somebody and there’s
been a lot of litigation around an owner’s ability to
rent his or her unit on a short-term basis, either at all
or other than through a designated rental manager.
One of the cases that I was involved in went all the

So what about the future? Despite his settled life
on a paradise island, Stephen is always looking for
new challenges: “My proudest achievement is being
made a QC. That’s the peak of my professional
career. I’m always looking for a challenge to take
on, for instance more cases involving international
arbitration that could take me anywhere, or becoming the most unlikely E.G.O.T. winner.”

And the rest, as they say, is history.

way up to the Privy Council in London.”

The focus of the economy of the TCI is predoimi-
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nently on “uber high end tourism” rather than finan-

all work and no play – indeed, far from it. Shortly
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Cayman Islands and the Bahamas. The main inves-

football leagues, setting up his own team, Provo-
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pool F.C., which is a hybrid of Providenciales and

Not bad for a kid from Gateacre Community Com-

from Ontario and Americans from the New York

Liverpool, his home island and his favourite football

prehensive School otherwise destined to work on

Tri-State area; very wealthy people owning third or
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fourth homes with the current trend being the build-

the team, he also trained with the men’s national

ing of $10 million+ villas which can rent for amounts

team for three World Cup campaigns and was team

of $8k-12k per night.

manager in the campaign to qualify for Brazil 2014.

But wherever his work takes him, Stephen will
always return to the Turks and Caicos Islands, where
he’ll sip his evening cocktail to the sound of the
waves on the most beautiful beach in the world.
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